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Last month, Project Bike Love honored the memory of Jill Hampton, affectionately known as 

the Cookie Lady, by gifting 20 bicycles to isolated native communities in the Paraguayan 

Chaco. These indigenous people lack access to transportation, making it challenging for them 

to fetch essential resources like water and firewood back to their village. The generous 

donation of bicycles will now empower them to overcome this difficulty. 

Jill Hampton was a beloved figure in the southern cycling community, known for her 

dedication as a leader at R5Ciclismo, with a particular focus on women and cycling. She was 

always ready to support others, organizing activities and attending the Saturday rides with 

freshly baked cookies or bread to share. 

To honor Jill's memory, the funds collected through a GoFundMe campaign were contributed 

to Project Bike Love, a cause that held a special place in her heart. Being a female cyclist 

herself, Jill strongly believed in empowering other women. Project Bike Love shares this 



vision, as they firmly believe in the transformative power of bicycles, especially for 

underprivileged women and girls. 

The collective efforts and donations from compassionate individuals have allowed Jill's legacy 

to continue, bringing positive changes to the lives of women in need. If you are interested in 

supporting this cause and helping provide bicycles to women and girls in similar 

circumstances, you can find more information at Project Bike Love. 

Thank you to everyone who contributed to Jill’s Memorial.  Special thanks to Belen Ramirez 

of Project Bike Love for connecting Jill’s love of cycling with women and communities truly in 

need of bicycles. 
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